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TheShadowBrokers is having special trick or treat for Amerikanskis

tonight. But first questions.

Why is DirtyGrandpa threating CIA cyberwar with Russia? Why not

threating with NSA or CyberCommand? CIA is cyber B-Team, yes?

Where is cyber A-Team? Maybe threating is not being for external

propaganda? Maybe is being for internal propaganda? Oldest control

trick in book, yes? Waving flag, blaming problems on external sources,

not taking responsibility for failures. But neverminding, hacking DNC

is way way most important than EquationGroup losing capabilities.

Amerikanskis is not knowing USSA cyber capabilities is being

screwed? Where is being “free press”? Is ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX

negligent in duties of informing Amerikanskis? Guessing “Free Press”

is not being “Free as in free beer” or “Free as in free of government

influence?

Let us be speaking regarding corruption. If Peoples#1 is having $1.00

and Peoples#2 is having $1000.00 which peoples is having more

money? Which peoples is having more spending power? Voter$1 is

giving $1 to politician and Voter$1000 is giving $1000 to politician,

which voters is having more political power? Is both voters having

equal political power? “one person, one vote”? Politicians, lobbyist,

media, even SCOTUS (supreme court) is saying this is being true,

money is not corrupting. In binary world, maybe. But world is not

being binary, is it? What about peoples#3, VoterUndecided?

VoterUndecided is giving no moneys and no votes. Politician is

needing money for campaign to buy advertising, positive media

stories, advisors, pollsters, operatives to be making VoterUndecided

vote for politician. Political fundrasing, now which voter is having

more political power? VoterUndecided votes for politician and

politician wins. Re-election is coming. Government budget decision is

required. Voter$1 is wanting politician to be spending taxes on

education for making children into great thinkers, leaders, scientists.

Voter$1000 is shareholder of defense & intelligence company is

wanting politician spending taxes on spying and war to be making
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benefit self, for great profit. Political favors, now, which voter is

having more political power? Did theshadowbrokers lose

Amerikanskis? Amerikanskis is still thinking “one person, one vote”?

Money isn’t corrupting elections, politics, govenments?

USSA elections is coming! 60% of Amerikansky never voting. Best

scenario is meaning half of remaining red or blue fanatics or 20% of

the most fanatical is picking USSA government? A great power. A free

country. A good-doer. TheShadowBrokers is having suggestion. On

November 8th, instead of not voting, maybe be stopping the vote all

together? Maybe being grinch who stopped election from coming?

Maybe hacking election is being the best idea? #hackelection2016. If

peoples is not being hackers, then #disruptelection2016,

#disruptcorruption2016. Maybe peoples not be going to work, be

finding local polling places and protesting, blocking , disrupting ,

smashing equipment, tearing up ballots? The wealthy elites is being

weakest during elections and transition of power. Is being why USSA

is targeting elections in foreign countries. Don’t beleiving?

Remembering Iran elections? Rembering stuxnet? Maybe is not Russia

hacking election, maybe is being payback from Iran?

Ok peoples theshadowbrokers is promising you a trick or treating,

here it is

https://mega.nz/#F!D1Q2EQpD!Lb09shM5XMZsQ_5_E1l4eQ

https://yadi.sk/d/NCEyJQsBxrQxz

Password = payus

This is being equation group pitchimpair (redirector) keys, many

missions into your networks is/was coming from these ip addresses. Is

being unfortunate no peoples is already owning eqgrp_auction_file.

Auction file is having tools for to making connect to these

pitchimpairs. Maybe tools no more installed? Maybe is being cleaned

up? To peoples is being owner of pitchimpair computers, don’t be

looking for files, rootkit will self destruct. Be making cold forensic

image. @GCHQ @Belgacom TheShadowBrokers is making special

effort not to using foul language, bigotry, or making any funny. Be

seeing if NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX is making stories about now? Maybe

political hacks is being more important?

How bad do you want it to get? When you are ready to make the

bleeding stop, payus, so we can move onto the next game. The game

where you try to catch us cashing out! Swag us out!
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